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Abstract12

The precise expression of genes is one of the foundations of biotechnology. Here we present13

GeneEE, a straightforward method for generating artificial gene expression systems. We14

demonstrate that GeneEE segments, containing a 200 nucleotide DNA with random nu-15

cleotide composition, can facilitate constitutive and inducible gene expression. To highlight16

the universal character of our method, we demonstrate GeneEE-mediated gene and protein17

expression in six bacterial species and Baker’s yeast.18
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Introduction19

Gene expression is modulated by the interaction of a complex transcription machinery with DNA1.20

In eubacteria, RNA polymerase initiates transcription after forming a complex with a sigma(σ)-21

factor, which recognises specific DNA sequence motifs. In addition, a multitude of additional22

proteins and RNA molecules participate in the modulation of gene expression. This complexity23

often thwarts the computational design of DNA sequences that result in desired levels of gene24

expression. In the absence of such computational tools, most of the gene expression studies rely25

on the use of native or modifications of existing promoters2.26

Here, we present a Gene Expression Engineering (GeneEE) platform for generating artifi-27

cial gene expression systems specifically designed for the gene of interest in the host of interest.28

The GeneEE platform leads to generation of both: artificial promoters, that recruit the native tran-29

scription machinery of the host microorganism; and 5′ untranslated regions (UTR), that prompt30

the translation of protein-coding DNA sequences. With this approach, GeneEE eliminates the re-31

liance on previously characterised promoters and 5′UTRs, and leads to generation of tailored gene32

expression systems.33

The starting point for developing GeneEE was a back-of-the-envelope calculation for the34

probability of finding a σ-factor binding sequence within a segment of DNA with random nu-35

cleotide composition. The housekeeping Escherichia coli σ70 has two DNA binding domains that36

both interact with six nucleotides. If we assume that proper interaction of eight nucleotides with37

σ
70 is enough to facilitate transcription initiation, then it would be expected that transcription ini-38
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tiation will occur with a probability of 1 in 65,536 DNA segments. For a DNA segment with 20039

random nucleotides, 1 in 325 DNA segments would lead to transcription initiation—a surprisingly40

high proportion.41

Results & Discussion42

To assess the validity of our calculations, we constructed two plasmid DNA libraries by cloning a43

stretch of DNA with random nucleotide composition (GeneEE segment) upstream of a β-lactamase44

coding sequence, that confers ampicillin resistance. To maintain the random DNA sequence com-45

position, we developed a cloning strategy that avoids introduction of any scars upon cloning of46

the GeneEE segments [Supplementary Online Material (SOM) Figure 1, SOM Table 1 & 2, SOM47

sections 1.1-1.3]. For most chromosomal genes in E. coli, a Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence within48

the 5′UTR of mRNA facilitates the recruitment of ribosomes3. Therefore we constructed plasmid49

DNA libraries with 211 nt long GeneEE segment containing a defined SD sequence (GGAG), Ge-50

neEE(+SD) along with a 200 nt long GeneEE segment consisting of entirely random nucleotides,51

GeneEE(–SD) [Figure 1a & b, SOM Figure 1]. After the transformation of both constructed plas-52

mid DNAs into competent E. coli cells, aliquots were plated on agar plates supplemented with53

50 µg/mL kanamycin, to determine the total number of constructs in the libraries; as well as on54

agar plates containing ampicillin (50, 500 and 1,000 µg/mL), to determine the frequency of clones55

that carry functional Artificial Promoter and 5′UTR (ArtPromU) sequences [SOM section 1.4.8].56

We found that 42% of the E. coli library, constructed with the GeneEE(–SD) segment, had E. coli57

clones that carry functional ArtPromU sequences [Figure 1c, SOM Table 9], whereas 33% of the58
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E. coli library, constructed with the Gene(+SD) segment, had E. coli clones that carry functional59

ArtPromU sequences [Figure 1d]. The observation that a random nucleotide sequence with no60

defined SD sequence is more likely to initiate protein expression than SD-containing sequences in-61

dicates the prevalence of the use of alternative translation initiation mechanisms in many bacteria62

including E. coli 4, 5.63

To gain further insight into the recruitment of the native transcription machinery by GeneEE64

segments, we constructed plasmid DNA libraries by placing the GeneEE(+SD) segment upstream65

of a DNA segment that encodes a red fluorescent protein (mCherry). In order to ensure that pro-66

moter sequences were followed with functional 5′UTRs, in agreement with widely accepted notion67

of bacterial translation initiation, we used the GeneEE(+SD) segment as an insert for this part of68

the study. From a library consisting of ∼5,000 clones, 192 E. coli clones expressing mCherry at69

various levels were picked from the agar plates, and the ArtPromU DNA sequences [SOM Ta-70

ble 6, SOM section 1.4.4, parse motifs.pl], and the transcription start sites (TSS)[SOM Table 7,71

SOM section 1.4.5, Supplementary spreadsheet 1, parse starts.pl] in each artificial promoter were72

experimentally determined by DNA and RNA sequencing, respectively. The mCherry protein pro-73

duction levels, resulting from each clone, were also measured [SOM Table 6]. The analysis of74

DNA sequencing data reveals the random nucleotide composition with high-sequence variation of75

the GeneEE(+SD) segment without any conserved positions or scars [Figure 2a]. A large variation76

in the numbers of mCherry transcripts [Figure 2b] and mCherry fluorescence intensities [Figure77

2c] is observed. However, there is no correlation between the measured levels of mCherry fluo-78

rescence intensities and mCherry transcript abundance for the different clones. The majority of79
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the ArtPromU sequences contain multiple TSS (up to 11) [Figure 2d], indicated by groups of tran-80

scripts with different mRNA lengths [SOM Table 7], and the TSS are located mostly closer to the81

translational start of the mCherry coding sequence [Figure 2e]. To identify potential promoter mo-82

tifs within the artificial promoter sequences, the regions spanning from +1 to –50 were analysed83

and led to the identification of unique motifs [SOM section 1.4.6]. Similarly, motif analysis was84

also performed for the region downstream of the identified TSS, spanning from +1 to +25 (also85

known as the initially transcribed region within the 5′UTR). This analysis also let to the identifi-86

cation of a unique motif [SOM section 1.4.7, SOM Table 8]. The identification of these previously87

unknown motifs demonstrates the power of the GeneEE platform as an exploration tool. In all88

artificial promoter sequences multiple σ-factor motifs could be detected, and the relative presence89

of conserved nucleotide positions positively correlate with the amount of produced mCherry tran-90

scripts [Figure 2f-k]. With these experimental findings we demonstrate that GeneEE segments can91

be used in generation of constitutive artificial gene expression systems in E. coli.92

Next, we investigated whether the GeneEE platform can also be used in recruiting other93

transcripton-relevant factors enabling inducible gene expression. For this study, we used the94

XylS/Pm system. In this system, XylS is a positive regulator protein that is a member of the95

AraC/XylS transcription factor family. Binding of the inducer (m-toluic acid), induces the dimeri-96

sation of XylS and the resulting XylS dimers bind to two DNA regions within the Pm promoter6,97

one of which overlaps with the –35 box σ-factor binding site by two base pairs. This interaction, in98

combination with σ32 or σ38, is thought to be the key in initiating transcription from Pm. In order99

to generate artificial Pm sequences, we constructed a plasmid that contained the xylS gene (coding100
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sequence with its native constitutive promoter) and the β-lactamase coding sequence (excluding101

its native promoter). Using this plasmid, we constructed plasmid DNA libraries by cloning Ge-102

neEE(+SD) upstream of the β-lactamase coding sequence [SOM section 1.4.9]. Upon transforming103

plasmid DNAs to competent E. coli cells, a library consisting of ∼30,000 clones was obtained. Us-104

ing replica plating [SOM section 1.4.10], these transformants were either inoculated onto LA plates105

containing ampicillin and m-toluic acid, or only ampicillin. This screening led to the identification106

of 27 clones with inducible phenotype. DNA sequencing of the 27 clones revealed seven unique107

ArtPromU sequences conferring an inducible phenotype in E. coli [SOM Table 11]. In order to108

ensure that induction is XylS-dependent, we deleted the xylS gene from the seven plasmids and109

characterised the phenotype of the clones harbouring the plasmids without XylS. Among the seven110

clones, three clones had lost their inducible phenotype, indicating the reliance of induction on the111

presence of XylS. However, the remaining four clones still exhibited an inducible phenotype de-112

spite the absence of XylS, indicating the presence of an alternative mechanisms that responds to113

m-toluic acid in E. coli. The analysis of ArtPromU sequences that mediate XylS-dependent induc-114

tion do not reveal the known binding sites for XylS. However, conserved thymidine nucleotides115

were present in all ArtPromU sequences that led to inducible phenotype [SOM Figure 4].116

To demonstrate that the GeneEE platform can be applied to generate gene expression systems117

in different bacteria, we chose two Gram-negative Pseudomonas putida, Thermus thermophilus;118

and three Gram-positive bacteria, Corynebacterium glutamicum, Streptomyces albus and S. livi-119

dans, with a varying GC content [Table 1]. For these studies GeneEE segments, with and without120

defined SD sequences, were used to create five additional plasmid DNA libraries linked to a variety121
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of selection markers/reporter genes [SOM sections 1.5-1.8]. Furthermore, we also applied GeneEE122

to the yeast model organism, Baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [SOM section 1.9]. Here,123

the GeneEE(–SD) was cloned upstream of a coding sequence conferring tryptophan-autotrophy124

into the S. cerevisiae strain with an impaired TRP1 gene. The application of GeneEE results in125

the generation of artificial gene expression systems in all seven tested microorganisms using six126

markers/reporters [Table 1]. The DNA sequences of all identified ArtPromUs are presented in the127

SOM Table 12 to 17.128

Conclusions129

In this report, we demonstrate that a DNA segment with random nucleotide composition can be130

used to generate artificial gene expression systems in seven different microorganisms. This conclu-131

sion is supported by the detailed analysis of the artificial promoter sequences identified in E. coli,132

based on the experimental determination of TSS, demonstrating that RNA polymerase holoenzyme133

can recognise a wide variety of DNA sequences for transcription initiation. Furthermore, the Ge-134

neEE segments can also provide 5′UTRs that lead to modulation of protein expression, following135

non-canonical translation initiation in E. coli 4. Alternative mechanisms to translation initiation136

are also known from viruses, such as the T7-type translation in bacteria7 and internal ribosome137

entry site-type translation in eukaryotes8. We see the potential that the large scale application of138

the GeneEE platform will yield hitherto unknown motifs and mechanisms for translation initiation139

in bacteria.140
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Gene and protein expression by DNA segments with random nucleotide composition is not141

only of interest for biotechnology, but also for the evolution by acquisition of new traits via hor-142

izontal gene transfer. The stable inheritance of the new trait to an offspring is likely to happen143

if the gene confers a selective advantage to the recipient organism. Our study indicates that the144

probability for initiation of transcription and translation is not seriously restricted when an organ-145

ism receives a foreign gene. Apart form these evolutionary implications, our XylS/Pm study also146

demonstrates that inducible gene expression systems can be generated by recruiting and identify-147

ing native transcription regulation systems. The entire repertoire of native transcription machin-148

ery, including transcription regulators/factors and small regulatory RNAs, can be recruited by the149

GeneEE segments. In addition, the GeneEE-derived 5′UTR can form riboswitches that modu-150

late protein expression through triggers, such as pH and temperature shifts and interactions with151

metabolites9. The identification of hitherto unknown transcription regulators that respond to a spe-152

cific stimulus, opens completely new possibilities for the development of biosensor applications.153

Our study demonstrates the potential of the GeneEE platform, using easily available low-154

throughput methods for assessing selection markers and reporter proteins in combination with155

replica plating. The GeneEE platform, in combination with high-throughput approaches, such as156

fluorescence activated cell sorting10and microfluidics11 will constitute a fast and versatile method157

for gene expression and protein production engineering in a plethora of microorganisms in future158

biotechnology and synthetic biology applications.159
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Table 1: The hosts, GC contents, selection markers/reporters, plasmids, GeneEE segments (in-

serts) and the cloning methods used for the identification of ArtPromU sequences.

Selection markers/reporters1

Ap Am Cm KmT mCherry Trp

Plasmids pRL101 pKE101 pXMJ19 pMK184 pLT101 pENZ004

GeneEE (+/–SD) (–SD) (–SD) (+SD)KmT (+SD)mCherry (–SD)Trp

DNA cloning methods BsaI BsaI BsaI Gibson Gibson Gibson

Hosts2 (GC contents %)

B, G(–)

E. coli (50.6) + + + + +

P. putida (61.5) +

T. thermophilus (69.5) +

B, G(+)

C. glutamicum (53.8) +

S. albus (72.6) +

S. lividans (72.2) +

E S. cerevisiae (38) +

1 Ap, ampicillin; Am, apramycin; Cm, chloramphenicol; KmT, thermostable kanamycin; mCherry, red fluorescent protein; Trp,

tryptophan; BsaI, BsaI-based restriction cloning; Gibson, Gibson-based cloning.

2 B, Bacteria; E, Eukaryote; G(–), Gram-negative; G(+), Gram-positive.
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the GeneEE segments, and the relative presence of clones

with functional ArtPromU sequences in E. coli. Two plasmid DNA libraries were constructed:

one with a GeneEE segment, GeneEE(–SD), containing a 200 nt DNA with random nucleotide

composition (a); and second with a GeneEE segment with a defined SD sequence (GGAG), Ge-

neEE(+SD) (b). The relative presence of clones with functional ArtPromU sequences was assessed

by the cloning of the GeneEE segments upstream of the β-lactamase coding sequence (gene ori-

entation indicated by an arrow head). The total number of clones in each library was determined

by the count of kanamaycin resistant cells (dark columns). The relative presence of clones with

different concentration of ampicillin resistance (grey columns) in each clone libraries carrying

GeneEE(–SD) (c) and GeneEE(+SD) (d) are presented in percentage.
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Figure 2: Multiple alignment of ArtPromU sequences, the analysis of transcription start sites

(TSS) and promoter motif analysis. A plasmid DNA library was constructed using the mCherry

gene, encoding for a red fluorescence protein, as a reporter for identification of clones that lead to

GeneEE-mediated transcription and translation in E. coli. WebLogo12 image depicting the random

nucleotide distribution of ArtPromU sequences expressing mCherry at varying levels (a). The de-

fined SD sequence (GGAG), and the start codon of mCherry (ATG) are depicted in larger font size

below the alignment. The total number of mCherry transcripts (b), relative fluorescence levels from

each library colonies (c), the number (d) and position (e) of TSS identified within each ArtPromU

sequences. Sequences grouped based on mCherry transcript abundance show distinct consensus

sequences (motifs) for interaction with σ-factors (f-k). The sequences were realigned based on the

identified motifs, cut down to the core motifs including 3 nt up- and downstream, and binned based

on relative “transcription strength”, i.e. the number of mapped reads starting at each TSS as well

as the presence or absence of the –10 extended motif TGn. For each bin, the median distance of

the motifs was also calculated, the resulting numbers are given in the spacers. The numbers on the

x-axis are based on these median distances. Motifs of “weak” promoters (10 to 99 mapped reads)

without (f) and with (g) –10 extended motif. Motifs of “medium” promoters (100 to 999 mapped

reads) without (h) and with (i) –10 extended motif. Motifs of “strong” promoters (1000 mapped

reads and more) without (j) and with (k) –10 extended motif. The number of sequences used in

each alignment are depicted with n above each panel.
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